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The influence of the ions present in a liquid crystal on the dynamical response of a nematic slab submitted
to a dc voltage is studied. The evolution of the system toward the equilibrium state is investigated by solving
the continuity equation for the electric charge, taking into account the current of drift and of diffusion. Our
analysis shows that the formation of the double layers close to the electrodes strongly modifies the distribution
of the electric field across the sample. We evaluate the surface polarization due to the ions movements and the
contribution to the anisotropic part of the surface energy having a dielectric origin. We show also that, even if
the optical response of the liquid crystal is a slow phenomenon, the distribution of the ionic charge is rather
fast. Consequently, the presence of the ions cannot be neglected in the determination of the flexoelectric
coefficients when the nematic sample is submitted to a square wave having a period of the order of 1 s.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nematic liquid crystals are organic liquids formed by ani-
sometric molecules. From the optical point of view they be-
have as uniaxial media, whose optical axis coincides with the
statistical average of the molecular directionsn called direc-
tor. The orientation ofn is imposed by the confining surfaces
and modified by means of external fields. For practical ap-
plications in the display technology, the orientation ofn is
modified with a dc electric field. Then, since nematic liquid
crystals, as other organic liquids, usually contain ions, it is
important to know how the presence of the ions modifies the
physical properties of nematic samples submitted to dc elec-
tric fields.

A systematic analysis of the influence of the ions on the
surface anchoring energy of nematic liquid crystals[1] has
been presented by several groups[2–8], in the framework of
the Poisson-Boltzmann theory[9]. Recently we have inves-
tigated the influence of the ions on the surface energy of a
nematic sample submitted to a dc bias voltage, and shown
that this influence can be rather large for commercial liquid
crystals[10,11]. The effect of the ions on the flexoelectric
effect has been discussed by Pontiet al. [12]. The authors of
Ref. [12] show that the impurities dissolved in the nematic
liquid crystal play a fundamental role in determining the be-
havior of the sample in the low voltage regime, where the
flexoelectric effect is relevant. Similar conclusions have been
derived by Derfelet al. [13,14].

All the papers quoted above refer to the static influence of
the ions on the physical properties of nematic samples. In
other words, no time dependence of the optical effects con-
nected with the ions is considered. Only in the seminal paper
by Thurstonet al. [15], the time dependence of the switching
time of a nematic sample due to the ions was partially ana-
lyzed. More recently, transient currents in nematic samples
have been investigated by Sugimuraet al. [16], and by Naito
et al. [17], and explained by means of a simple model based
on the time variation of the applied voltage and the internal
electric field induced by the adsorbed ions. However, a full
analysis of the problem was not presented.

The aim of our paper is to consider the dynamical behav-
ior of a nematic cell submitted to a steplike voltage. This
kind of analysis is fundamental for practical applications of
ferroelectric liquid crystals, as discussed by Pauwelset al.
[18–20] and by Zhang and D’Have[21].

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the equations of the model by considering the particular case
in which there is chemical adsorption at the surfaces limiting
the nematic liquid crystal. In Sec. III we determine the dis-
tribution of the ions, of the electric field and of the electric
potential in the sample at different times, by solving numeri-
cally the continuity equations for the positive and negative
ions and the Maxwell equation for the electric field. In the
same section we evaluate also the contribution of dielectric
origin to the anisotropic part of the anchoring energy con-
nected with the dielectric anisotropy and with the flexoelec-
tric effect, and the surface polarization having an ionic ori-
gin. In Sec. IV the deformation of the nematic director across
the sample is determined by solving the equilibrium equa-
tion, where the mechanical, electrical, and viscous torques
are taken into account. In the same section we compare our
predictions concerning the optical transmission with the ex-
perimental data. In Sec. V the main results of our paper are
discussed.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE ELECTRICAL
VARIABLES

Let us consider a nematic sample in the shape of a slab of
thicknessd. The z axis of the Cartesian reference frame is
normal to the bounding surfaces atz= ±d/2. In our analysis
we suppose that the electrodes are covered by a layer of
thicknessl of dielectric material avoiding transfer of charge
from the nematic sample to the circuit, see Fig. 1. Conse-
quently, the electrodes can be considered as blocking. An
external power supply is connected to the sample to fix the
electric potential of the electrodes atz= 7 sd/2+ld at
7V0/2. The external charge densities sent by the power sup-
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ply to the electrodes to fix this difference of potential will be
indicated by ±qS, where q is the unit charge andS the
surface density of charged particles.

We assume that all physical quantities entering in the
problem depend only on thez coordinate. We also assume
that in thermodynamical equilibrium, in the absence of an
external electric field, the liquid crystal contains a density
n0+sz,0d=n0−sz,0d=n0 of ions, uniformly distributed. We do
not consider the recombination of the ions[15], even if this
phenomenon can be easily taken into account[18]. However,
according to the investigations performed by Murakami and
Naito on the low frequency dielectric properties of nematic
samples, this assumption seems supported experimentally
[22]. In fact, the experimental data reported in Ref.[22]
show that the concentration of ions is practically temperature
independent, in the limit of low applied voltage. This behav-
ior is not consistent with a chemical reaction of association
dissociation.

The presence of the ions modifies deeply the electrical
properties of the liquid crystal when an external electric field
is applied to the sample, because the electric potential is no
longer a harmonic function. Furthermore, also the concept of
electrical conductivity has no longer a clear meaning since
the ionic charge distribution depends on the applied voltage.
In fact, in presence of an external electric field, the ions
move under the effect of the electric force until an equilib-
rium distribution is reached. In this situation the bulk density
of positive ionsn+sz,td differs form the bulk density of nega-
tive ions n−sz,td. Some of the ions can also be chemically
adsorbed by the dielectric layers deposited on the electrodes.
In this case the conservation of the number of the ions im-
poses that

s1+std + s2+std +E
−d/2

d/2

n+sz,tddz= n0 d + s1+s0d + s2+s0d,

s1−std + s2−std +E
−d/2

d/2

n−sz,tddz= n0 d, + s1−s0d + s2−s0d,

s1d

wheres1± and s2± are the surface densities of positive and
negative ions adsorbed at the surfaces atz= 7d/2, respec-
tively.

The current densities of positive and negative charges are

J+ = − m+qHn+
] V

] z
+

kBT

q

] n+

] z
J ,

J− = − m−qHn−
] V

] z
−

kBT

q

] n+

] z
J , s2d

whereJ±=J±sz,td, n±=n±sz,td, andV=Vsz,td. In Eqs.(2) the
first terms represent the current densities due to the drift
connected with the electric field, whereas the remaining
terms are the diffusion current densities. The parametersm±
are the mobilities of the positive and negative ions, andD±
=skBT/qdm± the diffusion coefficients of the two type of ions
[15]. The charge conservation equations are

] n+

] t
− m+

]

] z
Hn+

] V

] z
+

kBT

q

] n+

] z
J = 0,

] n−

] t
+ m−

]

] z
Hn−

] V

] z
−

kBT

q

] n−

] z
J = 0. s3d

From Eqs.(3), it follows the conservation of the net charge
r=qsn+−n−d and net current densityJ=J++J−, expressed by
the equation

q
] nsz,td

] t
−

] Jsz,td
] z

= 0, s4d

wherensz,td=n+sz,td−n−sz,td [15].
Equations(3) have to be solved with the Maxwell equa-

tion div Dsz,td=rsz,td, where Dsz,td is the dielectric dis-
placement andrsz,td the net electric charge density at the
point z and timet. In the two dielectric layers, of thicknessl
and dielectric constant«S, deposited over the electrodes to
avoid charge injection, the net charge is zero. Consequently
DSsz,td=DSstd=−qSstd, where −sd/2+ldøzø−d/2 and
d/2øzød/2+l. The electric field in the surface layer is
thenESstd=DSstd /«S=−qSstd /«S. In the liquid crystal, where
the ions are present, the electric field satisfies the Poisson’s
equation

dh«zzEBsz,tdj
dz

= q nsz,td. s5d

In Eq. (5) qnsz,td is the net bulk electric charge due to the
ions,«zz is thez, z component of the dielectric tensor of the
nematic liquid crystal, andEBsz,td is thez component of the
electric field, which is the only one different from zero in the
case under consideration.

FIG. 1. Nematic sample considered in the analysis.l is the
thickness of the dielectric material, of dielectric constant«S, depos-
ited on the electrodes to avoid charge injection. The dielectric con-
stant of the liquid crystal is«'. The electrodes are considered as
blocking. The electric potentials of the electrodes atz= ± sd/2+ld
are ±V0/2. n is the nematic director, coinciding with the optical axis
of the nematic liquid crystal, andu the tilt angle formed byn with
the x axis. In the absence of the external field the nematic orienta-
tion is homogeneous across the sample at an angleu0, due to the
surface treatments. The surface anchoring energy is assumed strong.
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The dielectric tensor of a nematic liquid crystal can be
decomposed as«i j =«aninj +«'di j , where ni and nj, i , j
=x,y,z, are the Cartesian components of the directorn and
«a=«i−«', being«i and«' the dielectric constants alongn
and perpendicular ton, respectively. In the simple case
where the nematic distortion is contained in a plane, coincid-
ing with thesx,zd plane, the director is fully described by the
tilt angleu formed byn with thex axis. In this case, to which
we limit our investigation, «zz=«i sin2u+«' cos2u=«'

+«a sin2u. In a first approximation, for simplicity, we assume
that the nematic liquid crystal can be considered as an iso-
tropic liquid. This is equivalent to consider small deforma-
tions (small u), or nematic media having small dielectric an-
isotropy. In this framework the electrical equations can be
solved independently from the mechanical equation describ-
ing the nematic deformation induced by the field. The exten-
sion of the calculation to the general dielectric anisotropy
can be, however, easily done.

By means of this simplifying hypotheses«zz=«', and
from Eq.(5) we get that the electric field in the liquid crystal
is given by

EBsz,td =
q

«'

E
−d/2

z

nsz8,tddz8 + Lstd. s6d

The functionLstd is fixed by the boundary condition on the
electric displacements at the interface inz=−d/2:
DBs−d/2 ,td−DSstd=qs1std, where qs1std=qfs1+std−s1−stdg
is the total charge density adsorbed at the surface atz=
−d/2. Consequently,Lstd=−qfSstd−s1stdg /«'. The value of
S is determined by imposing that the difference of potential
on the sample isV0. By means of the condition

V0 = −E
s−d/2+ld

d/2+l

Esz,tddz= − 2ESstdl −E
−d/2

d/2

EBsz,tddz,

s7d

we obtain

Sstd = gH«'

V0

qd
+ s1std +

1

d
E

−d/2

d/2 SE
−d/2

z

nsz8,tddz8DdzJ ,

s8d

whereg−1=1+2sl«' /d«Sd is a physical parameter which de-
pends on the dielectric properties of the surface layers. By
substitutingSstd given by Eq.(8) into Eq. (6) we get

EBsz,td =
q

«'
HE

−d/2

z

nsz8,tddz8

−
g

d
E

−d/2

d/2 SE
−d/2

z8
nsz9,tddz9Ddz8J− g

V0

d
−

g − 1

«'

s1q.

s9d

Equation(9) gives the electric fieldEBsz,td in terms of the
distribution of the ions and of the applied voltageV0.

To determine the evolution of the distribution of the ions
with time when the external voltageV0 is applied we have to
solve Eqs.(3), where −]V/]z=EB is given by Eq.(9). The

boundary conditions for Eqs.(3) are n+sz,0d=n−sz,0d=n0,
i.e., before the application of the external field the distribu-
tion of the ions is homogeneous across the sample. The other
boundary conditions depend on the adsorption on the limit-
ing surfaces. If the ions cannot leave the liquid crystal, and
hence there are not surface adsorbed charges,s1=s2=0, and
the current densities have to vanish forz= ±d/2. In this spe-
cial case, the relevant boundary conditions for Eqs.(3) are

J+ = − m+qHn+
] V

] z
+

kBT

q

] n+

] z
J = 0 for z= ± d/2,

J− = − m−qHn−
] V

] z
−

kBT

q

] n+

] z
J = 0 for z= ± d/2. s10d

In the opposite case, where there is adsorption of ions from
the limiting surfaces, it is necessary to formulate the ex-
change of ions at the surfaces. Following Pauwelset al. [18]
we assume that

J± = ± q
ds1±

dt
= ± qSkt±n± −

1

tt±
s1±D for z= − d/2,

J± = ± q
ds2±

dt
= ± qSkt±n± −

1

tt±
s2±D for z= d/2, s11d

wherekt± andtt± are phenomenological parameters describ-
ing the adsorption phenomenon of positive and negative
ions, whose physical meaning is evident. From Eqs.(11) it
follows that in the steady state, whereds± /dt=0, for t→`,
the surface densities of adsorbed ions are

s1±st → `d = tt±kt±n±s− d/2,t → `d,

s2±st → `d = tt±kt±n±sd/2,t → `d. s12d

In our analysis we suppose that there is adsorption at the
limiting surfaces, and hence the boundary conditions for Eqs.
(3) are Eqs.(11).

In conclusion we observe that it is possible to rewrite Eqs.
(3) in a form giving information on the time evolution of the
ions distribution in the bulk. By introducing the reduced
quantitiesu±=n± /n0, z=z/d, v=V/V0, td±=d2/ sm±V0d, and
r =kBT/ sqV0d, we get

] u+

] t
−

1

td+

]

] z
Hu+

] v
] z

+ r
] u+

] z
J = 0,

] u−

] t
−

1

td−

]

] z
Hu−

] v
] z

− r
] u−

] z
J = 0. s13d

It follows that the characteristic times connected with the
evolution ofn± are of the order oftd±=d2/ sm±V0d. Further-
more, from Eqs.(11), the characteristic times connected with
the evolution ofs1± ands2± depend ontt± andtd±.
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III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE ELECTRICAL
EQUATIONS

A. Implementation

To solve numerically Eqs. 3, we have discretized both
time and space and applied a usual finite difference forward
scheme to define the derivatives[23]. Convergence of the
numerical solution has been carefully verified by choosing
fine discretization grids and testing the independence of the
solution from the choice of the discretization time and space
steps[24,25]. We observe that, as expected, convergence is
extremely sensitive to the choice of the latter[26]. Finally,
the boundary conditions[Eq. (10)] have been discretized
through the usual formalism for adsorption[27].

We suppose that the ions dissolved in the nematic sample
are identical in all the aspects. From this hypothesis it fol-
lows that m+=m−=m, kt+=kt−=kt, and tt+=tt−=tt. In this
framework td+=td−=td=d2/ smV0d, and the characteristic
time connected with the evolution of the adsorbed charge is
the largest betweentd andtt. The steady-state values of the
net surface adsorbed charge ares1,2st→`d=ttktns7d/2 ,t
→`d.

For the numerical calculations the values of the physical
parameters used are reported in Table I. Also, we simulate a
steplike applied voltage. The order of magnitude of the con-
tact resistance isR,6 kV [29]. The effective capacitance of
the sample isC=ge'sS/dd, whereg takes into account of the
two layers deposited over the electrodes andS,2 cm2 is the
surface of the limiting surface. Using the values of Table I,
we getC,0.4 nF. The time constant of the electric circuit is
thent=RC,2.4 ms. Sincet is negligibly small with respect
to td and tt we can suppose that the applied voltage passes
immediately from 0 toV0.

In our analysis, where the applied voltage is steplike, the
adsorption phenomenon does not play an important role. In

fact, the bulk distribution of the electric field is, practically,
independent of the chemical adsorption of the ions from the
limiting surfaces. Only the value of the surface electric field
depends on it, but its influence on the nematic orientation is
negligible.

B. Results

In Fig. 2 we show the time dependence of the positive
[Fig. 2(a)], s1+, and negative[Fig. 2(b)], s1−, adsorbed den-
sities of ions, and the net surface charge density[Fig. 2(c)],
s1=s1+−s1−, at the surface atz=−d/2, for three representa-
tive values of the ionic mobility[30,31]. s1+ is a monotonic
increasing function, whereass1− is a monotonic decreasing
function oft. Since the electrode atz=−sd/2+ld is at −V0/2,
s1+@s1− and hences1,s1+.

In Fig. 3 the behavior of the ions density is analyzed. In
the upper row, the profile ofns−d/2 ,td=n+s−d/2 ,td
−n−s−d/2 ,td is shown for several times, for the three repre-
sentative values ofm reported in Table I. As expected, the
charge distribution is localized close to the limiting surface,
in a region whose thickness is slightly smaller than Debye’s
screening lengthLD=Î«'kBT/ s2q2n0d,0.3 mm, Ref. [10].
Note also that the distribution att=12.5 s andt=17.5 s al-
most coincide(more for the largest mobility value). In the
second row of Fig. 3, the time dependence ofns−d/2 ,td, for
the same values ofm, are reported. With the values of the
physical parameters reported in Table I,n+s−d/2 ,td is a
monotonic increasing function, whereasn−s−d/2 ,td a mono-
tonic decreasing function oft (not reported) [32]. In the bot-
tom row of Fig. 3, we show the time dependence ofns0,td.
As expected, bothn+s0,td and n−s0,td decrease uniformly
with t (not reported), whereasns0,td remains zero, indicating
that the center of the sample remains locally neutral.

TABLE I. Values of the physical parameters used in the simulations in SI units(q=1.6310−19 C and
«0=8.85310−12 F/m).

Variable Symbol Value References

Initial ions density n0 531019 [15]

Ions mobility m 0.8, 2.1, 10310−11 [21,31]

Specimen length d 30310−6

Dielectric layer thickness l 0.02310−6

External potential V0 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3

Temperature T 290°K

Dielectric constant of the layer «S 2«0

Dielectric constant of the liquid crystal «' 6.7«0 [28]

Dielectric anisotropy «a 13«0 [28]

Absorption coefficient kt 10−6 [18]

Desorption coefficient tt 0.01 [18]

Initial orientation of the director u0 0.05 rad

Frank’s elastic constant K 6.4310−12 [28]

Rotational viscosity h 0.094 [28]

Ordinary refraction index nord 1.53 [28]

Extraordinary refraction index next 1.71 [28]

Total flexoelectric coefficient e 5310−11 [10]
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In Fig. 4(a) the charge densityqS sent by the power sup-
ply on the electrodes to maintain the difference of potential
at the value V0 is reported vs time, for m=2.1
310−11 m2s−1 V−1 and several voltages. In our caseqS is
connected only with the ions moving inside the liquid crys-
tal, because we have assumed that the nematic can be con-
sidered isotropic from the dielectric point of view. In the
more general case, where also the dielectric anisotropy is
taken into account, the external charge is due also to time
variation of thez, z-dielectric constant connected with the
time dependence of the tilt angleustd. The electric current
density flowing in the circuit is given byJextstd=q dSstd /dt.
By taking into account Eq.(8) we get

Jextstd = q
dS

dt
= q gHds1

dt
+

1

d
E

−d/2

d/2 SE
−d/2

z ] nsz8,td
] t

dz8DdzJ .

s14d

By using Eq.(4), Jextstd can be rewritten in the form

Jextstd = gHq
ds1

dt
− Js− d/2d +

1

d
E

−d/2

d/2

Jsz,tddzJ , s15d

that, making use of Eq.(11), is equivalent to

Jextstd =
g

d
E

−d/2

d/2

Jsz,tddz. s16d

By means of Eq.(2), we get forJextstd the final expression

FIG. 2. Surface densities of adsorbed positive(a) and negative
(b) ions. The net surface charge density adsorbed on the dielectric
layer deposited on the electrodes isqss1+−s1−d (c). The applied
voltage isV0=1.3 V. Solid,m=0.8310−11 m2s−1V−1; dash dot,m
=2.1310−11 m2s−1V−1; dot m=10310−11 m2s−1V−1.

FIG. 3. Net density of ions
nsz,td=n+sz,td−n−sz,td in the
nematic sample, for m=0.8
310−11 m2s−1V−1, first column,
m=2.1310−11 m2s−1V−1, second
column; m=10310−11 m2s−1V−1,
third column. First row: profiles at
several times after the application
of the external voltage, solid
thick, t=0.0 s; dash,t=0.5 s; dot,
t=2.5 s; dash dot,t=17.5 s; solid
thin, t=17.5 s. Second row: Net
density of ions just in front to the
limiting surfacens−d/2 ,td. Third
row: Net density of ions in the
middle of the samplens0,td.
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Jextstd = − q m
g

d
E

−d/2

d/2 Hfn+sz,td + n−sz,tdg
] V

] z

+
kBT

q
F ] n+sz,td

] z
−

] n−sz,td
] z

GJdz, s17d

in our case wherem+=m−=m. In Fig. 4(b) we showJextstd vs
t. As it is clear from Fig. 4(c), the time dependence ofJextstd
is not simply exponential. This result can be easily under-
stood because the transit time of the ions in the nematic cell
depends on the ions already present close to the limiting
surfaces. In other words, the transit time depends on the ef-
fective profile of the electrical potential, that, in turns, de-
pends on the distribution of ions. This feedback is respon-
sible for the deviation ofJextstd from a simple exponential
law. It is also to be noted that the current decays very slowly
with time, due to the rather large value of the characteristic
time td for the given value of mobility and specimen length.
In Fig. 4(d) the actual difference of potential across the nem-
atic sample, given by

VBstd = Vsd/2,td − Vs− d/2,td = −E
−d/2

d/2

EBsz,tddz, s18d

is reported. As it is evident from this figure, the actualVB
tends to a saturation value, which is well belowV0. This
reduction is due to the back electric field connected with the
separation of ions induced by the external electric field due
to the power supply.

The profiles of the electric fieldEBsz,td and of the electric
potentialVsz,td in the nematic sample for several times are
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, for m=2.1
310−11 m2s−1 V−1. The electric field is more and more lo-
calized close to the nematic surface with increasing time,
while, at long times, the bulk of the liquid crystal is almost
equipotential(zero electric field). The time dependence of
the electric field at the surfaceEBs−d/2 ,td and in the middle

of the sampleEBs0,td are shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) for
the representative values ofm reported in Table I. As it is
evident from Fig. 5(c) the surface electric field is, for the
chosen values ofm, kt, andtt, a monotonic increasing func-
tion of t. On the contrary, the electric field in the bulk de-
creases monotonically from the initial value to an equilib-
rium value equal to the external field diminished of the back
electric field created by the separation of ions induced by the
external field itself[32].

FIG. 4. Electric chargeqSstd vs t sent by the
power supply on the electrodes to maintain the
difference of potential on the sample atV0sad.
Electric density currentJextstd flowing in the cir-
cuit vs tsbd, and lnJext vs tscd. The time depen-
dence ofJextstd is not simply exponential. Actual
difference of potential on the nematic sample vs
tsdd . The value to which tendsVBstd is well be-
low V0, for the screening effect due to the pres-
ence of the ions. The ionic mobility ism=2.1
310−11 m2s−1V−1. Solid, V0=1.3 V; dash, V0

=1.2 V; dot,V0=1.1 V; dash dotV0=1.0 V.

FIG. 5. Profile of the electric fieldEBsz,td close to the limiting
surface(a), and of the electrical potentialVsz,td across the sample
(b), for different timest after the application of the external voltage
V0=1.3 V. In (a) and (b) the ionic mobility is m=2.1
310−11 m2s−1V−1, solid thick, t=0.0 s; dash,t=0.5 s; dot, t
=2.5 s; dash dott=7.5 s; solid thin,t=17.5 s. Time dependence of
the surface electric fieldEBs−d/2 ,td (c), and of the electric field in
the middle of the sampleEBs0,td (d). In (c) and (d) solid, m=0.8
310−11 m2s−1V−1; dash dot,m=2.1310−11 m2s−1V−1; dot, m=10
310−11 m2s−1V−1.
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By means of the profilensz,td=n+sz,td−n−sz,td it is pos-
sible to evaluate the contribution of the ions to the surface
polarization. It is given by

Pstd =E
−d/2

0

q z nsz,tddz+ q s1std
d

2
, s19d

where the latter contribution is connected with the charge
adsorbed on the limiting surface. The time dependence of
Pstd is shown in Fig. 6(a). The order of magnitude ofP is
the same as the one determined by Mazzullaet al. [33], and
due, according to the authors of[33], to molecular properties
of the liquid crystal. On the contrary in our analysis, it is
simply due to the ions dissolved in the liquid crystal[34,35].
As follows from Fig. 5(a) the electric field across the sample
is not homogeneous. Its spatial variation is localized in a
surface layer close to the limiting surfaces. In this case, as
discussed elsewhere[10], the electrostatic energy connected
with the interaction of the electric field localized in the sur-
face layer with the nematic liquid crystal can be considered
as a surface energy. Following the analysis reported in Ref.
[10] the contribution connected with the dielectric anisotropy
is

WDstd = −
1

2
eaE

−d/2

0

fEB
2sz,td − EB

2s0,tdgdz, s20d

whereas the contribution associated to the flexoelectric po-
larization is

WQstd = − efEBs− d/2,td − EBs0,tdg, s21d

where e=e11+e33 is the total flexoelectric coefficient[10].
The anchoring energy strengthsWDstd and WQstd vs t are
shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively.

IV. DEFORMATION INDUCED BY THE EXTERNAL
FIELD ON THE NEMATIC SAMPLE

A. Equations

The nematic sample is a slab of thicknessd. In the ab-
sence of the external field the nematic directorn is oriented,
by means of the surface treatment, at an angleu0 very small
with respect to thex axis, homogeneous across the sample.
The parameteru0 could be measured by means of the bire-
fringence of the sample in the absence of the external field.
However, in our case it will be considered as a free param-
eter, and determined by the fit of the curve of the birefrin-
gence vs time, for different values of the applied voltage. We
consider the case ofea=ei−e'.0. If the sample is submit-
ted to an electric fieldE=Estdk, wherek is the unit vector
parallel to thez axis, the electric torque can destabilize the
initial orientation. We are in the situation to observe a kind of
Freedericksz transition[36]. In this section we investigate
the dynamics of the orientation induced by the external field
in the case of strong anchoring on the surfaces. In this frame-
work us±d/2d=u0 for any external field.

The dynamical evolution of the system is governed, in the
one constant approximation, by the equation[15]

K
]2u

] z2 +
1

2
eaE

2sz,tdsins2ud − h
] u

] t
= 0, s22d

whereK is the Frank’s elastic constant, andh the rotational
viscosity coefficient of the liquid crystal. We note that in the
strong anchoring hypothesis the flexolectric effect does not
enter in the dynamical equilibrium equation. In the following
we write Eq.(22) in the form

]2u

] z2 +
1

2
p2 h2sz,tdsins2ud − tv

] u

] t
= 0, s23d

where z=z/d, hsz ,td=Esz ,td /Eth is the electric field ex-
pressed in units of the threshold fieldfEth=sp /ddÎK /eag, and
tv=sh /Kdd2 the viscous relaxation time of the sample under
consideration. In the limit of smallu, i.e., for E of the order
of the critical fieldEth, Eq. (22) at the first order inu can be
written as

]2u

] z2 + p2h2sz,tdu − tv
] u

] t
= 0. s24d

From Eq.(24) it follows that the time evolution of the tilt
angle is the largest between the characteristic timestd andtv.

FIG. 6. Surface polarizationP due to the ions separation con-
nected with the external field vst (a). Surface anchoring energy
WDstd connected with the dielectric anisotropy of the nematic liquid
crystal due to the surface field of ionic origin vst (b), and surface
anchoring energy of flexoelectric originWQstd vs t (c). Solid, V0

=1.3 V; dash,V0=1.2 V; dot,V0=1.1 V; dash dot,V0=1.0 V. The
ionic mobility is m=2.1310−11 m2s−1V−1.
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B. Results

Equation(22) has been again solved numerically with a
forward finite difference scheme, taking care of stability con-
ditions for the choice of the ratio between space and time
steps[23]. Furthermore, provided the space discretization to
be very fine, different implementations for the strong anchor-
ing boundary conditions have been proven to be equivalent
(with differences of the results of the order of a few per
thousands). Hence, convergence of the numerical solutions
have been ensured.

In Fig. 7(a) we show the tilt angle in the middle of the
sample vst. In Fig. 7(b) the profiles of the tilt angle at
different times are presented. As it follows from this figure,
the time dependence of the tilt angle, in a given point, is a
nonmonotonic function oft. At low times the bulk deforma-
tion is determined by the appearance of the electric field,
while, as soon as the field in the bulk decays to low values
[see Fig. 5(a)] the tilt angle is dragged by the one close to the
limiting surface, where the electric field is stronger than the
one in the bulk.

Since nematic media are uniaxial liquid crystals, whose
optical axis coincides with the directorn, it follows that to a
nematic distortion corresponds a change in the birefringence
for transmitted light. For this reason we calculate the phase
retardation taking into account the temporal dependence of
the effective difference of potential across the nematic layer.
By indicating with next and nord the extraordinary and ordi-

nary index of refraction of the nematic liquid crystal, the
phase shift between the two components of a linearly polar-
ized beam impinging perpendicularly on the sample is given
by

Dfstd =
2p

l
E

−d/2

d/2

fneffsz,td − nordgdz

=−
2dpnord

l
+

2d

l
E

−1/2

1/2

neffsz,tddz, s25d

where

neffsz,td =
nextnord

Înext
2 sin2usz,td + nord

2 cos2usz,td
. s26d

In order to test the validity of the model presented above,
we have experimentally investigated the phase retardation of
a nematic cell submitted to an external voltage. The measure-
ments were carried out on a 30mm thick slab filled with
commercial 4-pentyl-4’cyanobiphenil, 5CB by Merck. Thin
films of poly vinyl alcohol(PVA), with l,20 nm were lay-
ered on the ITO electrodes, and rubbed in order to obtain a
good homogeneous quasiplanar orientation. The cell was as-
sembled putting Mylar spacers, and filled at room tempera-
ture with the liquid crystal in the nematic phase. The mea-
surements ofDf were performed in the standard manner, for
different applied voltages[37]. The results are reported in
Fig. 8. In our framework, where the mobility of positive and
negative ions are assumed the same, a good agreement be-
tween the theoretical prediction and the experimental data is
obtained for an average mobilitym=2.1310−11 m2s−1V−1.
This value ofm,sm−+m+d /2 is comparable with the one
reported by Ref.[18], which is rather small with respect to
the one reported by Ref.[15]. We note that only forV
=1 V the experimental data are systematically higher than
the theoretical predictions. However, in this case small un-

FIG. 7. Tilt angle in the middle of the sampleus0,td vs t, solid,
V0=1.3 V; dash,V0=1.2 V; dot, V0=1.1 V; dash dot,V0=1.0 V
(a). Tilt angle profilesusz,td for severalt, after the application of
the external voltageV0=1.3 V, solid thick,t=0.0 s; dash,t=0.5 s;
dot, t=2.5 s, dash dot,t=7.5 s; solid thin,t=17.5 s(b). The ionic
mobility is m=2.1310−11 m2s−1V−1.

FIG. 8. Phase shiftDfstd vs t theoretically evaluated by using
m=2.1310−11 m2s−1V−1 and the physical parameter values re-
ported in Table I for different applied voltages. The dots represent
the corresponding experimental data.
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certainties on the ordinary index of refractionnord, of the
order of 0.1%, gives rise to a shift of the theoretical curve of
the same order of the observed discrepancies.

The agreement is reasonably good, taking into account the
simplifying hypotheses performed in our analysis. In particu-
lar, we have assumed that in the liquid crystal there is only
one kind of positive and negative ions, with the same mobil-
ity, that probably it is not realistic. Furthermore, as discussed
by Sawadaet al. [30,31], different kinds of ions, with differ-
ent mobility, can be present simultaneously in the nematic
cell. Some of these ions can also be originated by the film
deposited on the electrode to align the liquid crystal[19,22].
Consequently the model has to be extended to consider a
population of different type of ions. The work is in progress.

V. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the influence of the ions on the dy-
namical response of a nematic sample submitted to an exter-
nal steplike voltage. We have presented the basic equations
of the hydrodynamic model for the case in which there is
chemical adsorption at the surfaces limiting nematic sample.
We have determined the distribution of the electrical field

and potential, and of the ions by solving numerically the
continuity equations for the positive and negative ions and
the Maxwell equation for the electric field. The characteristic
times of drift, trapping and reorientation have been deter-
mined. We have investigated also the contribution of dielec-
tric origin to the anisotropic part of the anchoring energy
connected with the dielectric anisotropy and with the flex-
olectric effect, and the surface polarization having an ionic
origin, and analyzed their time dependence. Finally, we have
evaluated the deformation of the nematic director across the
sample by solving the equilibrium equation, and the optical
transmission of the nematic cell. The comparison of our pre-
dictions with the experimental data is reasonably good in the
low voltage region, where the developed linear theory works
well. The main conclusion of our investigation is that the
ions play an important role on the reorientation induced by a
steplike voltage on a nematic cell.
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